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Jump into the cockpit and take flight 

with Pilot books.  Your journey will 

take you on high-energy adventures 

as you learn about all that is wild, 

weird, fascinating, and fun!
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 In the early morning on a cool fall 
day, a flock of ducks flies through the 
sky. They search the wetlands below for 
a good place to land and feed. Nearby, 
two hunters sit in a blind. With their 
dogs beside them, they wait for the 
ducks to fly closer. One of the hunters 
uses a wooden duck call to attract the 
birds. The ducks glide toward the water. 
The hunters raise their guns and take 
aim. They have only a few seconds to 
take their shot!
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 Duck hunting is a challenging sport. Hunters spend  
hours outdoors in pursuit of their prey. They do not mind 
cold weather or wet clothes. They are willing to hike long 
distances to reach good hunting grounds.
 Ducks are intelligent birds with sharp senses. In order  
to be successful, duck hunters must scout wetlands before 
hunting season begins. The shores of rivers and lakes are  
the best places to start. Hunters find out where ducks like  
to nest and feed. They study duck habits and learn to think 
like ducks. They also search for the perfect spots to set up 
their blinds. When fall comes, they are ready to hunt!
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